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BRODIE A. ASHTON, The Kingdom of Württemberg and the Making of
Ger many, 1815–1871 (London: Bloomsbury Academic, 2017), xviii +
221 pp. ISBN 978 1 350 00007 0. £85.00

This concise work draws attention to something that has long been
overlooked in historical studies. After the Congress of Vienna, Euro -
pean politics were dominated by the major powers. Yet the smaller
states in particular continued to stake their own claims to political
agency in a variety of ways, while counting on public support to
achieve their goals. This deserves a detailed analysis, and perhaps
the most fruitful approach is by way of the middling and smaller-
sized states of the German Confederation, who themselves were
undeniably actors on the European stage.

A number of recent studies have emphasized the important role
of this ‘Third Germany’ in creating the German nation-state in the
nineteenth century. In focusing on the active nation-building policies
of the German middling states, such studies swim against a teleo -
logical tide of thought which long held that only Prussia was capable
of heeding the call to a nation-building destiny. They thus form the
inspiration for this book about the Kingdom of Württemberg, which
sets out to reveal the ‘process of nation-building in action’ (p. 2), or,
more precisely, the role played by the Kingdom of Württemberg in
the creation of a German nation-state, something that has been
under-estimated in the past.

The book’s succinct account of this process may perhaps be best
understood as a prologue to future studies, rather than as setting a
benchmark in terms of method or content. If we measure the work
against its own aspirations—that is, to explore how new identities
were created through an analysis focused on social movements or
‘masses of the public’ (p. 6), rather than on individuals—then it is
bound to fall short. One immediately obvious problem lies in the
author’s selection of source materials, which consist primarily of
accounts (including some from a British perspective) by leading
statesmen and diplomats, while findings from the highly diverse
national movements are almost entirely ignored. Primary sources
include government records from Berlin, Darmstadt, Karlsruhe,
London, and, especially, Stuttgart; over thirty contemporary news-
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papers from various states; a variety of contemporary speeches, let-
ters, and diaries; and, finally, all manner of relevant printed materi-
als. As a result, it is impossible to carry out a systematic interrogation
of the historical material within this study’s narrow confines.
Quotations from the sources are used primarily to illustrate a collec-
tion of insights gained from secondary literature, which themselves
form the basic premise for the author’s argument.

The book is structured chronologically. Beginning at the end of the
eighteenth century, it summarizes some of the well-known ideas
about nation hood circulating towards the end of the ancien régime,
for example, those explored by Moser, Schiller, or Goethe. However,
it ignores another star of Weimar whose thoughts on this topic were
probably even more influential—Herder, with whom originated the
powerful concept of a Kulturnation, a nation defined by its culture.
From this starting point, the book’s focus quickly turns to Napoleonic
Würt temberg and the successful defence of its sovereignty orches-
trated by Friedrich II/I as duke, elector, and finally king of an
immensely strengthened middling state, a success attributed by the
author to Friedrich’s artistry in balancing national and state interests
(p. 32). 

The next chapter, on the consolidation of the Württemberg state
after Napoleon’s defeat, is devoted to the Congress of Vienna (along
with the cautionary tale of Saxony’s near-total destruction) and the
contemporaneous constitutional battles of 1815 to 1819. The south
German regionalism of the time is seen by the author as arising out
of attempts at economic modernization, and he views the creation of
the South German Customs Union (Süddeutscher Zollverein) as a sig-
nificant milestone towards the Third Germany. Württemberg’s pro -
vocative reactions to Metternich’s policies, such as its reluctant imple-
mentation of the Carlsbad Decrees or its appointment of arch-liberal
Wan gen heim as its representative at the Frankfurt National As -
sembly, reflected its political ambitions within the German Con fed -
eration. Such enterprises sometimes failed, but had long-term effects,
even beyond Württemberg, which here is intended to represent a
‘microcosm for these national ideas’ (p. 48).

The nation-building project, something originally confined to an
elite, slowly began to gain considerable popularity, for example, in
the form of the Schiller Festivals held on the anniversary of the poet’s
death. But this appears only as a marginal point at the beginning of



the next chapter, which sketches the various attempts, from the
Congress of Vienna to the 1848 revolution, to create a German nation.
Württemberg experienced opposition, for example from List, Pfizer,
Mohl, and Römer; but Württemberg also practised opposition, for
example to the Carlsbad Decrees (p. 57). On the basis of these exam-
ples, the author argues that a greater German solution was by no
means the only option. Even Metternich attempted at one point to
take on the role of advocate for the middling states, if only in order
to avert the creation of a unified German nation at the last minute.
When such plans were made, it was always with an eye to interna-
tional relations; fear of renewed conflict with France was particular-
ly intense in the early 1830s and again during the 1840s. Austria was
so slow to react to this situation that it was inevitable that Württem -
berg’s gaze should instead fall upon Berlin; not because of any natu-
ral political affinity, but out of calculated political necessity. After all,
Württemberg’s main objective was an agreement with the other Ger -
man middling states, whose military resources were limited.

This is also considered in the section of the book dealing with the
revolutionary years of 1848/49, which starts by looking at why Würt -
temberg itself never experienced any radical uprising. The reason,
according to the author, was that Wilhelm I was careful to instil in his
people his own anxiety about the dangers that came from abroad,
rather than within, insisting that a national political solution was
needed that had to include Prussia and Austria (p. 76). Any opposi-
tion to this on the home front was nipped in the bud by the appoint-
ment of Friedrich Römer, while the king himself was active as one of
the pre-eminent supporters of unification. Curiously, the author pays
no particular attention to the fact that Württemberg was the first state
to recognize the Frankfurt Constitution, all the more so since Stutt -
gart—albeit only for a short time—provided a home for the Pauls -
kirche rump parliament, where those convicted of high treason in
other German Confederation states were able to continue their
nation-building efforts. Considering the implications of this, one can
imagine that if things had turned out differently, Wilhelm I might
have gone down in history as midwife to the nation.

The next section, examining the upheavals of the 1850s, shows
how nation-building continued to play a prominent part in Würt -
temberg politics. It begins with the failure of the Erfurt Union, a plan
for unification initiated by Prussia, but sadly fails to enlighten the
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reader as to Wilhelm I’s attitude to this project for north German
regional unification in opposition to the German Confederation (p.
87). This is a pity, as even during the Hesse-Kassel crisis the middling
state of Württemberg continued to vaunt itself as the protector of
middling state interests (p. 89) and, thanks to its constitution, as the
model for a liberal and constitutional Third Germany. In this respect,
it was not dissimilar to Bavaria, which liked to see itself as the most
progressive state in this regard (and it would have been helpful if the
book had included a short discussion of the rivalry between Bavaria
and Württemberg; this could have shed light on their competing
claims to be the leading state when it came to German unification).
Württemberg now even began to present itself as a player on the
world stage, bringing its own banner to the presentation of the
German Customs Union (Zollverein) at the London World Fair in 1851
to lend visibility to its international ambitions (pp. 93–4). Further -
more, the author argues, Wilhelm I himself, aware of his own in -
creasing age, and conscious of the fact that time was moving on—and
with only a low opinion of his son, the heir to the throne—decided to
make one last stand as a pioneer of national unification. But his hopes
of using the Italian war of unification and, specifically, French oppo-
sition to Austria, to this end, were, of course, in vain; the idea of a
Third Germany collapsed once again in 1859 (p. 101).

Nonetheless, it was precisely the middling states that took further
steps along the path to German nationhood in the years before 1866,
at the same time as industrialization and mechanization were now
profiting from the Zollverein. Yet during this period it also became
apparent that economic modernization had its limitations, as did the
ability of the state to defend itself. These concerns, among others, led
to the Wurzburg Conferences organized by the middling states.
However, these were initiated neither by Württemberg nor by
Bavaria, but by Saxony—another rival for the title of most important
middling power—in the person of its foreign minister Friedrich von
Beust. Plans to reform the confederal army became plans to reform the
confederation itself, but without any tangible outcome; any potential
reforms were blocked by the deadlock caused by Saxony’s, Bavaria’s
and Württemberg’s competing claims to leadership (p. 113).

Other groups and associations that played a significant early role
in the creation of the German idea, such as the League of Singers,
itself active in Würt temberg, have thus far gone without mention.
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But the book does now turn its attention to the German National
Association. This movement had successes, for example, in Esslin -
gen, and it was tolerated, perhaps even regarded with sympathy, by
the government (p. 116), in spite of its failure to abide by the Carlsbad
Decrees. The discussion of the Union sets the stage for two new pro-
tagonists—Bismarck, the Prussian minister president, and Karl von
Varnbüler, Württemberg’s foreign minister who, despite his initial
opposition to Bismarck’s national policies, turned out to be just as
flexible, if not as cunning, a politician as Bismarck himself. Varn büler
had not yet given up hope of the Third Germany, believing that this
could only be achieved by reining in Prussia’s hegemonic ambitions
and supporting Austria in the Schleswig-Holstein crisis. This was the
reason for the alliance formed in the German Civil War of 1866,
which, however, ended in unexpected defeat (p. 124).

The next section of the book describes the forming of the German
nation state between 1866 and 1871, showing that Württemberg’s
ultimately pro-Austrian policy was the result of sophisticated calcu-
lation (p. 127). The author sees evidence for this in Württemberg’s
‘ineffectual and lethargic’ (p. 128) participation in the Prussian–
German War, and its negotiations to create a south German alliance
in (mistaken) anticipation of a military stalemate between Prussia
and Austria (p. 136). But the creation of the North German Con -
federation meant that the Third Germany was now reduced to a south
German rump, with leadership now falling to Bavaria. Eventually
Württemberg, too, gave in to the irresistible pull of unification—
which need not necessarily be ascribed to any ‘backwardness’ of the
south (p. 139)—partly also because of its vulnerability in relation to
France. As a result, it moved closer towards Prussia, not least by en -
ter ing into a ‘Schutz und Trutz’ (Protection and Defence) alliance
with Prussia in 1866. 

The last chapter offers a brief perspective on Württemberg’s con-
tinued existence after unification, both as a state in Imperial Germany
with numerous special prerogatives, and as an idea. Many
Württembergers celebrated themselves as victors rather than losers
in the unification process (p. 151), even though one may justifiably
doubt whether they were really prepared to replace their
Württemberg identity with a German one. Perhaps too much atten-
tion is paid here to the scandal surrounding King Karl I’s lover,
Charles Woodcock; for the purposes of better understanding Würt -
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temberg’s pride in its identity, it might have been more instructive to
consider how its people viewed themselves (King Wilhelm II, known
for walking his dogs himself, was a far more popular figure in Würt -
temberg in the end than his namesake, the German Emperor).

The conclusion reiterates the warning not to succumb to teleology,
and emphasizes the significance of Württemberg in the creation of a
German nation-state. Here, Württemberg appears more as an agent of
change than as its victim. According to the author, King Wilhelm I in
particular was keen to make a virtue out of necessity by attempting to
overcome class ‘inertia’ through close co-operation with Württem -
berg’s neighbouring German states (p. 157; although this is a verdict
that itself appears all too teleological). Sometimes he was successful,
especially if we consider the customs unions; sometimes less so, if we
think of the failure of a Third German confederation. The conclusion
argues further that the failure of the 1848 revolution may have put an
end to the liberal nature of the German unification project, but not to
the project itself; Württemberg continued to be involved in numerous
efforts to unite the middling states, in some ways even providing
intellectual inspiration. In brief, Württemberg’s intention was to be
actively engaged in the formation of Germany and, like other south
German states, it probably played a ‘far more active role in the unifi-
cation of Germany than has previously been allowed’ (p. 160).

This is by no means a new insight. But it is an appropriate sum-
mary of a succinct book, whose valuable contribution to the transfer
of knowledge across different historiographies should be acknowl-
edged. There are no comparable studies in English on the subject of
Württemberg, nor of any other middling states. The author’s work of
translation—in the broadest sense—may reveal some minor errors,
but this has no direct effect on his argument. But it does show that
not enough care has been taken. Siebenpfeiffer’s Der Bote aus dem
Westen is listed both in the end notes (p. 172, n. 63) and the bibliog-
raphy (p. 192) as Die Bote aus Westen; the jacket shows a photograph
of a steam locomotive in front of Rosenstein Castle with date given as
‘c.1840’ although the railway line in question was not opened until
1845, as stated correctly in the text on p. 68; on the same page, how-
ever, the song cited as ‘Auf der Schwab’shen Eisbahne’ (sic!) is also
mistakenly dated to this period, an absolute impossibility.

Gaps in the bibliography are problematic for researchers. Those
with some knowledge of the subject will wonder why Dieter Lange -
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wiesche’s important studies have not been included; the same goes
for the works of Wolfram Siemann (for example, Vom Staatenbund
zum Nationalstaat. Deutschland 1806–1871) or Harm-Hinrich Brandt
(Deutsche Geschichte 1850–1870). More recent specialist studies (such
as Jonas Flöter’s Beust und die Reform des Deutschen Bundes 1850–1866
or the collection of essays Der Wiener Frieden 1864, edited by Oliver
Auge, Ulrich Lappenküper, and Ulf Morgenstern) are missing. Even
the Handbuch der baden-württembergischen Geschichte seems irrelevant
for the purpose of his study as far as the author is concerned. As a
result, the book is unlikely to make an impact on German research.
Whether it can provide any new impetus for future English-language
research also seems doubtful. There is, however, good reason to be
grateful to the author of this book for at least giving the Third Ger -
many the prominence it deserves.
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